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This talk addresses some problematic sandhi processes in Campidanese Sardinian (Bolognesi 1998, 
Hayes & White 2015, Molinu 2017, cf. Ladd & Scobbie 2003). Phonetic data show that post-lexical 
consonant clusters are realized differently from both word-medial clusters and geminates, and I 
argue that the phonetic implementation of lenition must operate on the output of phonology.  

In Campidanese, certain word-final consonants assimilate phrase-medially to a following 
word-initial consonant. This is shown in (1) for verbs preceded by the 2p- or 3p-sg auxiliary forms 
/as/ or /at/. Word-initial sonorants geminate in this context; voiceless stops and fricatives also 
plausibly geminate, as indicated by their lack of lenition (singletons lenite following a vowel). This 
holds even when similar clusters are allowed within a word (right column), and despite a ban on 
underlying geminates in word-initial position (with a few lexical exceptions). Voiced stops behave 
differently, as the last data point in (1) shows: they usually spirantize in the post-consonantal sandhi 
context, despite the fact that they are resistant to lenition intervocalically.   
 

(1) Variability in post-lexical geminates/clusters 
 

Post-lexical clusters     Lexical clusters 
/{as, at}+tastaw/ ® [atastaw] ‘tasted’   [stuðaj] ‘turn off’   
/{as, at}+sanaw/ ® [asanaw] ‘healed’  ([t ͜sia] ‘aunt’)    
/{as, at}+naðaw/ ® [anːaðaw] ‘swum’  [znuaj] ‘untie’   
/{as, at}+lasaw/ ® [alːasaw] ‘left’   [tɾiɣu] ‘wheat’; [zlumbaj] ‘beat up’ 
/{as, at}+donau/ ® [aðonaw] ‘given’   cf. /apːu+donaw/ ® [apudonaw]    

 

These patterns are difficult to analyze: voiced stops are more resistant to lenition than voiceless 
sounds in post-vocalic context, but less resistant in post-consonantal context. Bolognesi (1998) 
analyzes the voiceless but not voiced post-lexical clusters. Hayes & White (2015) attempt an analysis, 
but derive outputs from underlying geminates. Ladd & Scobbie (2003) describe a similar pattern in 
Logudorese without offering an analysis. I propose an analysis based on phonetic data from 15 
Campidanese speakers. The core findings are that: (1) voiced-stop sandhi consonants are shorter 
than singleton voiced stops, but not as short as singleton voiceless stops; and (2) they are more lenis 
than singleton voiced stops in terms of intensity, burst, and formant structure. Shown below are 
duration, intensity, and qualitative manner features across singletons and clusters of different types. 
 

     
Figure 1. Duration (left) and minimum intensity (right) for singletons and post-lexical geminates in 
word-initial, non-phrase-initial position. /D/ = voiced stop; /T/ = voiceless stop; /S/ = voiceless 
fricative. Double symbols (e.g. /TT/) = sandhi clusters. 
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 Voicing Formants Burst 
/D/ 0.94 0.58 0.51 
/T/ 0.98 0.91 0.06 
/DD/ 0.95 0.91 0.07 
/TT/ 0.43 0.30 0.68 
/S/ 0.81 0.36 -- 
/SS/ 0.13 0.07 -- 

 
 
 
 
Table 1. Proportions of each series with 
voicing throughout closure, visible formant 
structure above F1, and audible/visible burst. 

 

Based on these data, the voiced sandhi consonants must be represented differently from geminates, 
from singleton voiced stops (which are longer and more fortis), and from singleton voiceless stops 
(which are shorter). I argue that the voiceless sandhi consonants are post-lexical geminates, in line 
with previous analyses, while the voiced sandhi consonants are singleton outputs of a coalescence 
process that indexes them as both word-initial and word-final. In comparison to singleton voiceless 
consonants, voiced sandhi consonants are longer because they are phonologically specified as voiced 
stops (this is phonetically unusual but independently necessary in Campidanese). In comparison with 
‘simple’ word-initial voiced stops, the sandhi consonants are shorter and more lenis because they are 
indexed to word-final position; this prosodic duration decrement is shared with sandhi geminates, 
which are also shorter and more lenis than underlying geminates (those only occur word-medially). 
The analysis entails that lenition processes such as voicing and spirantization occur after the 
phonology in a component that derives phonetic reflexes of prosodic structure, converging on 
independent arguments from Campidanese phrasal phonetics (Katz & Pitzanti 2019).  

The analysis requires no sui generis formal properties or morpheme-specific phonology. The 
only crucial hypotheses are that: (1) root consonants are more resistant to change than affixal ones, 
to explain the lexical/post-lexical asymmetry; (2) voiced geminates are more marked than voiceless 
ones, to explain blocking of post-lexical gemination for voiced stops; and (3) word boundaries 
should be aligned with syllable boundaries, to explain why assimilation/gemination is sometimes 
preferable to coalescence, and why underlying word-initial geminates do not surface faithfully. The 
outputs, with scalar inherent duration, are shown in (2).  
 

(2) Phonological inputs and outputs pre-lenition 
 

/a#ta…/      /asi#dja…/  /a#da…/  /asi#tja…/  
[a#ta…]  [adi#ja…]       [a#da…]  [ati#tja…] 

      voiceless singleton  voiced sandhi  voiced singleton voiceless sandhi 
Shorter  ®         ®           ®           Longer 
 

Lenition acts on these consonants according to their duration, with more radical lenition being 
predictable from shorter duration (Katz & Pitzanti 2019). The analysis is consistent with ‘classical’ 
OT and correspondence theory, among other approaches.  
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